
The Travel Industry no longer exists in a 

bubble of isolation

Unprecedented technological, political, social 

and economic change is redefining how and 

why we travel.  This convergence opens up 

the travel industry to a new realm of 

opportunities and threats.



Convergent Thinking
How Artificial Intelligence is Changing The Five 
Stages Of Travel

Dreaming | Research | Booking | Experiencing | Sharing



Where is Artificial Intelligence Today? Good News

Time



Bad News This Is A Lot Of Scottish Tourism



Digital Tech is Redefining The Travel Industry

“The future is already here — it's just not very evenly distributed.”        William Gibson 1993

1. Artificial Intelligence                                                                                             

2. Mobile

3. Api’s

4. Cloud

5. Blockchain

6. Internet of Things 

We moved from Web First to Mobile First we are now moving to AI First



AI Effectiveness Versus Efficiency Warning

Effectiveness is doing the right thing

Efficiency is doing those things right

Start your AI strategy at Effectiveness not at Efficiency this results on maximum return on investment

Give Your Customers

What They Want, Where They Want , When They Want  



Dreaming Phase

Dreaming of travel should be emotional , fun and easy

If you want to attract more travelers, don’t give them more information. Give them inspiration. 

User Generated Content. Virgin Holidays #SeizeTheHoliday Campaign 

Used AI to find, rights approve and publish #SeizeTheHoliday videos and images on digital billboards 

throughout the UK. They also created a live TV ad featuring real-time customer experiences in 18 

global destinations. ROI 260% increase on online bookings.

They used a UGC AI system from a company called Stackla



Research Phase

60% of searches at this phase are on mobile 30% of them are on voice ( Reference Google)

Most end up up making the research phase an emotionally bad experience especially on mobile. 

People to do not like being switched from site to site on mobile

Brands such as TUI, Holland America Line , Hilton, City Sightseeing and dozens more are using a AI 

platform in a white label format from a company called UTRIP . Customers are getting much more 

tailored research to suit their tastes 



Booking Phase

A company of my own is using FB ads with a combination of AI driven chatbots with FB messenger

Once campaign returned 5900% ROI on a £5k travel experience purchase price

Another campaign returned 6300% ROI on a £6k travel experience purchase price

Warning chatbots are not the holy grail they should be used in combination with humans



Experiencing Phase
When was the last time you travelled to experience the airline or the hotel?

85% of leisure travelers decide on tours and activities only after having arrived at their destination!

I personally rarely book a hotel or airbnb until I am in destination and I am not alone in this !

Museums = Stuffy and Boring ? They do if you are a teenager

Keep track of inventory on a massive scale

Curating interesting collections on demand

Enabling history to speak for itself

National Gallery uses AI driven by big data to forecast future attendance and visitor engagement



Sharing Phase

Photos and Video

Today it is massively random and that is a missed opportunity

1 Trillion photos taken and posted each year

Carnival Cruise Lines is the largest producer of photography in the World they use AI and Ml to find 

and classify photos and build albums for their customers based on date , location, ship etc they show 

them the best ones!  



Your customers future 

1. You arrive in airport and pass straight through checks due to facial recognition 

2. Autonomous car picks you up at the airport and takes you to your hotel

3. The car messages hotel doorman with you name as you arrive and you are welcomed by name

4. Check in has happened automatically when you were in the car and your phone has updated 

with your room number and key

5. A hotel host greets and welcomes you with your favourite drink and explains everything you need 

to know is on your phone. ( In the background your room has been kitted out with music you like, 

TV programs in order of your tastes, a minibar stocked with what you actually drink, the room 

maybe even smelling similar to smells you like)

6. You enter your room and it is totally wired with voice enabled devices

7. You ask for a restaurant recommendation and it provides your top three food style preferences 

within 15 minutes of the hotel and reserves the one you ask for and a menu appears on your 

phone



Leave, Research, Then Act With Regards AI


